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 Explore your body's healing intelligence and innate wisdom

Activate your breath, elevate your mood, and regulate your nervous system for emotional wellbeing
In our achievement-focused world, we often overlook the deeper values of empathy, authenticity, and spiritual awareness. While obesity, stress, and disease are widely discussed, a fundamental cause of these issues remains largely ignored. Have you ever considered what lies at the root of these struggles? 


Often, it's an attachment to external factors – objects, achievements, or relationships we believe will bring us satisfaction and happiness. Yet, this pursuit can lead us away from discovering and understanding our true and authentic self. 


Our society sometimes views emotional expression as a weakness, and authenticity as a risk. But what if the key to overcoming challenges like stress, obesity, depression, and a general lack of fulfilment isn't found externally, but within ourselves? Breathwork offers a path to rediscover this inner connection. 


It’s not just about fostering a powerful heart-brain-body connection, it's about feeling energised and completely alive. Through Breathwork, we can shift our state of being in mere moments, embracing a life filled with freedom, joy, abundance and purpose.


Are you seeking to reduce physical stress, enhance mental and emotional wellbeing, or connect with your higher self? Breathwork is more than a practice; it's a gateway to your inner healing energy, guiding you towards a life of wisdom and wellbeing. When practiced on a regular basis, Breathwork clears the pathway to the fullest expression of you.











  


 Discover Our Online Programs and Community Breathwork Events

Revitalise Your Life with Breathwork Basics
Step into the world of transformation with our Breathwork Basics program. Over the course of this FREE introductory program, you'll learn powerful techniques to harness the energy of your breath, release stress, and tap into a deeper sense of calmness and clarity.

Learn More


Discover a New Era of Holistic Wellbeing
The Expansion Project is designed to harmonise your physical resilience, emotional intelligence, and spiritual awareness. This online holistic wellness program paves the way for a life of balance and vitality, where Breathwork, Movement and Relaxation converge.

Learn More




  


 Begin your journey of personal transformation and emotional wellbeing with the power of Breathwork

Breathwork Events



  


 Experience wellness from within on your journey of discovery



Emotional Wellbeing
Personal Development
Personal Development


	Effectively regulate and process your feelings for mental and emotional wellbeing and flow each day.
	Reduce physical stress and attain mental clarity and free your mind from overthinking with breathwork.
	Therapeutic breathwork will support your nervous system to self-adjust for overall emotional balance.






Personal Development
Personal Development
Personal Development


	Reach your peak physical health by clearing sabotaging behaviours blocking your emotional wellbeing.
	Breathwork will increase your daily energy levels and improve your sleep for recovery and performance.
	Find mental and emotional wellbeing to build resilience for life's challenges with mental clarity and focus.






Spiritual Expansion
Personal Development
Spiritual Expansion


	Experience profound and transformative states of awareness and consciousness with breathwork.
	Mental and emotional wellbeing will deepen your connection with others and enhance your communication.
	Explore an expansive connection to a higher power for insightful life guidance and spiritual growth.






  


 Personalise your pathway and elevate your healing journey with private Therapeutic Breathwork

Private Breathwork



  


 Expand your sense of self and deepen your connection to life




Awaken your body to feel more vibrantly alive
Your sense of self is shaped by the unique mosaic of your personality traits, abilities, preferences, beliefs, and motivations. It's this intricate tapestry that forms your self-image and distinct identity. As you journey through life, you may find yourself seeking ways to enhance your mental and emotional health, alleviate physical pain and fatigue, or simply enrich your overall wellbeing. This is where Therapeutic Breathwork can be a transformative tool, offering you a path to expand and deepen your sense of self and enrich your experience of life.


In this journey of self-discovery and healing, the role of an empathetic and experienced guide is crucial. Mark Moon, your journey guide and wellness coach, brings a wealth of expertise — over two decades — in transforming lives through the power of movement and connection. His Breathwork sessions transcend the typical workshop format; they are transformative journeys that lead to profound inner clarity and emotional release that leads to a deep inner healing.


Mark's approach is deeply personal. Drawing from his own experiences with depression, perfectionism, and a past identity tied to achievement and success, he brings empathy and understanding to his practice. His unique, embodied approach not only clears the pathway to mental clarity with emotional regulation and balance, but also resonates with those who are on a similar path of overcoming and growing beyond their personal challenges and embracing their spiritual connection.

Read Mark's Story






  


 Mark Moon has worked with the following brands
































	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 

	 
 










  


 
Breathwork Reviews






  


 Join The X Breath Mailing List
Receive early notification of upcoming Therapeutic Breathwork events and special offers!
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